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Synchronize your Outlook Contacts,
Calendar, Tasks and Notes on your
tablet or smartphone Synchronize
your Outlook Contacts, Calendar,
Tasks and Notes on your tablet or

smartphone with Outlook and
AkrutoSync Serial Key, a powerful
Windows tool that transfers your
data through an SSL-encrypted

connection. It also supports, as a
bonus, the Synchronization History
function. What it does AkrutoSync
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is a single solution for all types
of Outlook contacts, calendar,
tasks and notes synchronization
from PC to Tablet or smartphone.
Once you activate the program,
your Outlook Contacts, Calendar,

Tasks and Notes will be
synchronized automatically on your
desktop computer, tablet, mobile
phone or any other Windows device
that has a web browser. This way,

no other program has to be
installed on your phone. Features
The best part of AkrutoSync is
that you do not need another
application installed on your

phone to be able to access Outlook
data. To find contacts on your
phone after synchronization is

very easy because they are placed
in the locations you would expect
them to be, such as People Hub or
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the Phone's dialer. What's more,
AkrutoSync is capable of

synchronizing multiple telephone
numbers per contact, email
addresses, birthday dates or

contact information. What's even
more, you can also synchronize
photos, thus giving you a total
synchronization solution for
Outlook. Unlike any other

synchronization tool, AkrutoSync
synchronizes both past and future

events, and supports the
Synchronization History function,
which can be used to track which
device modified your data and
when. Because of the volume of

data you can synchronize, you can
restore deleted information using
this function. AkrutoSync also has

a time limit feature and a
Password Protection function,
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which allows to limit or prohibit
the access of your personal data.

Disclaimer AkrutoSync is a
powerful tool used for

synchronization of Outlook
contacts, calendar, tasks and

notes between the PC and a Windows
and Android phone or tablet.

However, it does not synchronize
mails, and only supports mobile
phone synchronization. You can
find all this information in the

User's Guide manual Download links
Windows AkrutoSync User Guide
AkrutoSync installation manual

Changelog v1.1.1 fix
synchronization bug v1.1.0 create

an AkrutoSync icon v1.0.0
AkrutoSync first release

Compatibility Windows 10, Windows
8.1, Windows 7
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* TWO-WAY SYNCHRONIZATION
AkrutoSync is a two-way

synchronization software tool that
synchronizes your personal data
between your computer and Android
or iOS mobile devices. It doesn't
care if you use your phone or your
computer to store your data - all

of them are synchronized
simultaneously. * AUTOMATIC
SYNCHRONIZATION Even though

AkrutoSync provides you with auto
synchronization, you can manually

synchronize any data that you
want. You can also force a one-

time synchronization, allowing you
to synchronize only a specified

amount of data. * FULL CONTACT AND
TASK MANAGEMENT AkrutoSync is not

limited to perform a one-time
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transfer of your personal data
from Outlook to your mobile

device. It also offers a full
contact and task management

functions. * FAST SYNCHRONIZATION
AkrutoSync is lightning fast
thanks to the use of the XMPP
protocol. You will be able to

synchronize your Outlook contacts
and calendar in a few minutes (or
seconds, depending on how much

data you have). * MANAGE
SYNCHRONIZED DATA AkrutoSync is

versatile. It allows you to
customize the synchronization

process: you can exclude data from
synchronization, change the sync

frequency, manage the
synchronization history, and more.
How to Install AkrutoSync on Linux
To set up AkrutoSync on Linux, we
will show you how to use GTK's
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graphical user interface. However,
you can also use command-line and

batch scripts. The process is
extremely simple, you just need to
download AkrutoSync's installer,

click on it, and follow the
instructions: it's very easy,
isn't it? Step 1: Download

AkrutoSync for Linux Open your web
browser (Firefox is our

recommendation), open the download
site, and pick "Install from

website" or "Install". There are
two different versions of the
program: one is 32-bit and the
other one is 64-bit. If you are

running a 64-bit version of Linux,
you will find the 64-bit version
of AkrutoSync on the same page,
but if you are using a 32-bit
version, then you will need to

download the 32-bit version. Step
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2: Once the download has finished,
we will see the graphical user

interface. You may see the
following message: "You have to

choose whether you want to
synchron 6a5afdab4c
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AkrutoSync is a free Outlook
Calendar, Contacts, Tasks and
Notes synchronization program that
provides Outlook contacts, notes,
calendar, mail and tasks
synchronization between Windows
and Android devices. AkrutoSync
Features: ? Access Outlook
contacts, calendar, notes and
tasks from your Android device ?
Transfer Outlook contacts,
calendar, notes and tasks to your
Android device ? Synchronize
Outlook contacts, calendar, notes
and tasks with Windows device ?
Display all contacts list in the
contact manager and select
contacts from it ? Synchronize
Outlook contacts, calendar, notes
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and tasks with Outlook calendars,
tasks or notes ? Detect duplicate
contacts and contacts sync ? Edit
contact photo ? Add new contacts
or import contacts ? Add favorite
contacts ? Organize contacts into
folders ? Password protection ?
Sync address book ? Display
notification alert for changed
items ? Sync tasks between Outlook
and Android calendar ? Export and
backup data to your phone ? Full
offline synchronization ? Create a
new calendar and assign it to a
contact or multiple contacts ?
Delete an appointment from your
phone and sync it to the PC ?
Backup contacts from Android
device to Outlook account ? Backup
contacts from Outlook account to
Android ? Sort contacts
alphabetically ? Copy contacts
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from Android device to Outlook ?
Delete contacts from Android
device and sync them with Outlook
? Edit names and addresses of
contacts ? Create a new address in
Android device and sync it with
Outlook ? Import contacts from
Outlook to Android device ? Import
contacts from Outlook to Android
device ? Import events and tasks
from Outlook to Android ? Export
contacts from Android device to
Outlook ? Export events and tasks
from Outlook to Android ? View
calendar on Windows and Android
devices ? View all contacts on
Windows and Android devices ? View
notes on Windows and Android
devices ? Create a new note on
Windows and Android devices ?
Import all contacts from Windows
device ? Import all contacts from
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Android device ? Copy all contacts
from Windows device to Android ?
Delete all contacts from Windows
device ? Copy all contacts from
Android device to Windows ? Import
contacts from Android device to
Windows ? Import contacts from
Windows device to Android ? Import
events and tasks from Android
device to Outlook ? Import events
and tasks from Outlook to Android
? Import all contacts from Android
device to Windows and Outlook ?
Import all contacts from Windows
device to Android and Outlook ?
Import contacts from Windows
device to Android ? Import
contacts from Outlook to Windows ?
Import contacts from Outlook

What's New in the AkrutoSync?
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AkrutoSync is a software utility
that offers you direct two-way
synchronization of Outlook
contacts, calendars, notes and
tasks with various Windows and
Android portable devices. Two-way
synchronization of Outlook
contacts The best part of
AkrutoSync is that you do not need
another application installed on
your phone to be able to access
Outlook data. To find contacts on
your phone after synchronization
is very easy because they are
placed in the locations you would
expect them to be, such as People
Hub or the Phone's dialer.
AkrutoSync is not limited to
perform a one-time transfer of
your personal data from Outlook to
your mobile device, but allows for
automatic bidirectional
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synchronization between the PC and
the Windows phone. This way, you
can edit or add contacts either on
your phone or your computer
Outlook account while always being
up-to-date. AkrutoSync does not
only that, but is capable of
synchronizing multiple telephone
numbers per contact, email
addresses, birthday dates or
contact information. What's more,
with AkrutoSync you can also
synchronize photos, thus giving
you a total synchronization
solution for Outlook. Check your
Outlook calendar and schedule
appointments from your smartphone
If you are frequent user of
Outlook Calendar, you should know
that AkrutoSync enables you to
manage your calendar, set
appointments and plan new ones
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from your smartphone. Because the
application performs a two-way
Outlook data synchronization
process between your PC and your
mobile phone, any change you make
reflects on both your phone and
computer. One interesting feature
is that AkrutoSync synchronizes
all past and future events
automatically. Automatic Outlook
data synchronizer To conclude,
AkrutoSync is a complete Outlook
Calendar, Contacts, Tasks and
Notes synchronization utility that
transfers your data through a SSL-
encrypted connection without using
the cloud platform. Plus, it
features the Synchronization
History function, that allows you
to track which device modified
your data and when, as well as
restore deleted information.
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Unfortunately, it does not include
a function to synchronize mails.
More demanding applications start
often with a growing number of
processes. Data and files have to
be prepared and copied. The memory
capacity of your computer does not
necessarily scale with the
performance of a growing
application. Furthermore, as a
rule, applications do not run out
of memory until their used memory
capacity is exactly reached. In
the last case, the entire system
may even be affected. To avoid
this kind of problems, Outlook may
be stopped in the middle of
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System Requirements For AkrutoSync:

Operating Systems: Windows 10
(64bit), Windows 8.1, Windows 8,
Windows 7 (64bit), Windows Vista
(64bit) Processor: Intel Core i3
or later, AMD Phenom II x4 or
higher, or greater Memory: 2 GB
RAM Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8600
GT or later, ATI Radeon HD 2600 or
higher, or greater Storage: 500 MB
available space Sound Card:
DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card
DirectX: DirectX 11 The CD Key
Download Link
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